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Project Name: PRO Cooperative

Category: Commercial/Industrial/Institutional Buildings over 10,000 sq. ft.

High Performance: No

Manufacturer: Energy Panel Structures

Submitted By: Kevin Zadow

Project

601 Broad St.

Rolfe, IA 50581

United States

Builder

Tom Witt Contractor, Inc.

Debbie Witt

2021 570th St.

Newell, IA 50568

United States

Phone: 712-272-4678

Design Professional

EPS Buildings

Debbie Witt

603 North Van Gordon Ave.

Graettinger, IA

United States

Phone: 712-859-3219

Design Professional

Building End Use:

Cooperative Agronomy Center providing area farmers 24/7 Liquid fertilizer loadout lane, Central Product warehouse for farm chemicals, seed

treatment, bulk seed storage and pickup. This facility provides for timely loadout of products, automation, accuracy, and e�ciency to help farmers

maximize their time during peak planting, growing, harvesting, and tillage.

Describe the end use of the building:

PRO Coop was looking for a well-insulated, durable building system option to a steel building that would hold up well long term to the harsh

environment handling farm chemicals, fertilizer, and treated seeds. SIPs with a laminated FRP to CCX plywood interior skin provided the most

durable and long term option.

SIP wall thickness and core material:

3/4"-OSB / 7-3/8" EPS Foam / 3/4" CCX Ply / .090 FRP = 9"



SIP roof thickness and core material:

N/A

Describe the bene�ts of using SIPs on this project. Did SIPs help save time, labor, construction costs, or energy?

SIPs saved erection time, with less labor needed to install and apply insulation and interior �nishes. Construction cost was considerably less than

a steel structure where you would basically have to construct another building with-in the steel building shell using non-corrosive wood and FRP

�nishes .

Describe any innovative design elements or structural engineering involved:

88' Wide-Clear Span Wood Trusses

By utilizing an interior division wall to meet the building length to width sheer requirement

20'-11" interior clear ceiling height

Certifications & Specifications

Certi�cations:

HERS Index:

Blower door test results (ACH50):

Energy use intensity in kBtu/ft2:

Describe the HVAC system used on the project:

Other Energy-saving Materials:

Energy-e�cient products or design features:

Solar panels installed:

Sustainable materials or design features:

Additional comments:

ProCoop has built several SIP buildings in the past ranging from a CStore/Gas Station, Tire Shop, Propane business shop, and Feed Mill

maintenance shop. The past performance of having all these previous SIP buildings played a signi�cant role in specifying SIPs being used for this

project.

Builder, homeowner, occupant testimonial:
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Energy Panel Structures, Inc.-
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Cross-Section -Structural Print
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